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Budapest
Collection

T he Budapest collection is available in both a shaker
and a double shaker door style (as displayed in the
images). Its a spectacular design with all the mod
cons concealed within.
T he pantries are incredibly stylish and useful
and can be adapted to suit your own personal needs.
T he paint colours are Peacock blue and White and
the work surfaces are, White Ara-bisque Quartz
complimented with Natural stained french oak.
T he flooring is Herringbone, parquet style flooring
and the beautiful red brick is reclaimed from
old railway stations.

New England
Collection

Celtic Interiors “New England” Step shaker design. T he paint colour is Skimming stone and the
work surfaces are snowy Ibiza and French Oak.
I think you will agree it’s a
timeless design.

Celtic Interiors Shaker
Collection

Celtic Interiors Shaker, designed &
manufactured in our showroom and workshop in
Douglas Cork. T his shaker style
kitchen is hand painted in Pointing and
Manor House Grey is featured on the island.
T he Quartz is Helix.

Celtic Interiors Shaker
Collection

T his stunning project was completed recently by the
talented crew at Celtic Interiors. T his elegant
home was completely
refurbished and the results are amazing.
T he kitchen is a shaker style kitchen painted in
Pavilion Grey and the Quartz is Snowy Ibiza.
Another Timeless design.

New England
Collection

A room with a view. T his bespoke Celtic
Interiors design is from the “new England” range.
T he paint colours are Purbeck Stone on the
kitchen and Holly Blue on the island. T he quartz
featured is Lagoon.

Step Shaker
Collection

I am delighted to showcase this Celtic
Interiors Kitchen. I absolutely love the
layout of this gorgeous spacious open plan design.
T his kitchen has it all, a beautiful window seat, a
working & social island, ample storage and spacious
dining space. T he paint colour is Elephant’s
Breath and the quartz is Blanco Maple. I’m sure
you’ll agree it really is
something special.

Maine

Collection

I’m loving this smooth and sleek design which is
fitted in this spacious home.
T he paint colour is Porcelain which is
complimented beautifully by the Wenge in the island.
T his kitchen contains ample storage and is a very
well laid out design for entertaining
and cooking.

Celtic Inframe Shaker
Collection

Celtic Interiors
Pantry Selection

T his stunning In - framed kitchen is a
beautiful example of classical elegance at it’s best.
It is hand painted in Farrow & Ball Hardwick
White and Downpipe blue. T he work surfaces
are solid walnut plank and
millenium cream granite.

Celtic Interiors

Lifestyle

TOPS ON TOP
Cindy Crawford on Silestone Eternal Calacatta Gold

A product designed by Cosentino®

T he Process at Celtic Interiors
A detailed pre design consultation is
Carried out with each of our clients. T his
ensures that we can get a real feeling for
what the client is looking for in their home, to suit
their lifestyle and needs. T his “wish-list”
stage lets the customers see first hand
how Celtic Interiors are going to look
after them and be with them every step
of the way.
T he next stage is the Design Presentation.
T he client is invited back into our
showroom to view the proposed design
for their kitchen. A full detailed design is
discussed and the client can really get a
sense of what is available to them. We
present our ideas using the very latest
computer technology and only when
they are completely happy with the
proposals will we move on to the next
stage and finalise all finishes, colours etc.
A full on site measure is carried out on site
By our qualified team and then the
Preparation, manufacturing and
Ordering takes place.
Our highly skilled carpenters and fitters
take over at this stage and make your
dream kitchen into a reality.
As you can see there is a whole team of
People behind the brand at Celtic
Interiors that make your experience with
Us an informative enjoyable experience.

On Top
p
Discover more at cosentino.com
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Feel the new
velvety texture
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WHO WANTS ROAST LAMB
FLAVOURED HOT CROSS BUNS?
CircoTherm ®

With CircoTherm® you can cook, roast and bake completely
different dishes on all levels and everything will come out
tasting like it’s supposed to. No intermingling of
flavours, the roast meat will taste like roast meat,
and the muffins will taste like muffins.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
No preheating necessary - saves time
and energy.
The CircoTherm® oven operates at
lower temperatures than other ovens.
Over a seven hour period the Neff
CircoTherm® is 40% cheaper to operate
than a similar sized conventional oven.
CircoTherm® uses lower temperatures
than ordinary ovens, so food such as
meat shrinks less and retains more of
its essential vitamins and minerals.
Because of lower temperatures there is
less spitting, splashing or smoking, so
the oven stays cleaner.
3 shelves in the oven remain at a
constant temperatures so batch baking
of bread, pizzas, cakes and pastries can
be done all at the same time.
Thermal grilling, the unique feature
of the Neff CircoTherm® oven, means
you can grill up to thirty steaks,
hamburgers, toasted snacks etc. at
once and you do not have to turn them
because of all round heat.
The most amazing advantage of a
CircoTherm® oven is its ability to roast,
bake and grill in the oven all at the
same time. There is no mingling of
smells or flavours - fish and fruit cake
can be cooked together!
You can also cook straight from the
freezer - even roasts.

COOK A THREE-COURSE MEAL
IN- ONE-GO WITHOUT THE
INTERMINGLING OF FLAVOURS.
AN OVEN FOR EVERY COOKAHOLIC.

Because of the cooling system there
are slimmer oven walls, therefore large
oven capacity.
The cooling system allows the oven to
be placed beside a fridge or below a
microwave.

For more information visit
neff-home.com/ie

Bespoke fitted kitchens & home furniture

C

eltic Interiors was established in 1993. We are a Multi-Award Winning company that design and manufacture
Kitchens and Fitted Furniture. We are a strong close knit group many whom have been with Celtic Interiors
since the very beginning. Each member of our team brings their own individuality and flair to our creations. The
expert designers, Skilled Cabinet Makers and Experienced Hand Painters are all very passionate about their work,
and contribute to the Superb Standard of Craftsmanship, which people have long associated with Celtic Interiors.
Celtic Interiors believe that the kitchen is the heart of the home and our expert designers will create a kitchen that
is tailor made just for you and your family. We ensure that your furniture will reflect your true style and personality
and will incorporate your lifestyle. Whether that happens to be cooking up a culinary Masterpiece or enjoying
quality family time together, Celtic Interiors promise you that your kitchen will be all about you and yours. We
offer excellent customer service from start to finish as we believe this is key contributor to our continued success.

Multi Award Winners
6 Times Retailer of the year
2 Times Showroom of the year

St. Patrick’s Woollen Mills, Douglas, Cork. Tel: 021 489 4121
Web: www.celticinteriors.com

